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Abstract 

 

“Malícia is the basic element from which all the other elements - the game, the ginga, the 

blows, the dodges, the acrobatics, the ritual, the songs, the rhythms of the berimbau, and 

the roda - materialize, and to which they refer” – Nestor Capoeira 

 

 Capoeira, an Afro-Brazilian blend of martial arts and dance, contains a central 

concept called malícia, which is incorporated in every element of the art. A large 

diversity of styles exists within capoeira; the groups FICA (International Capoeira 

Angola Foundation) and Capoeira Topázio have extremely different ways of playing. 

This research project aimed to discover whether the two groups have different definitions 

of malícia, or share the same concept of malícia but express it in different ways. In 

seeking the answer this question, I interviewed the masters of both groups and 

participated in fourteen classes and six rodas. I found that FICA and Capoeira Topázio 

agree about the interpretation of malícia on the theoretical level, but disagree about 

certain things in its practice. Both groups characterize malícia as a form of readiness for 

any situation, with the dual components of vision and action. The major difference 

appears in the type of kinesthetic with which they express this readiness in physical 

movement: FICA uses a relaxed kinesthetic and Capoeira Topázio uses a rigid one. 

Concerning the learning of malícia, the two masters have a comparable basic idea but 

slightly different foci. Finally, malícia is applicable not only in the roda, but also in life 

outside capoeira; the masters’ perspectives regarding this aspect are similar. While I lived 

in Salvador, I discovered the value of applying malícia in daily life by first-hand 

experience. 
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Definition of Terms 

 

General Terms 

 

Capoeira – Afro-Brazilian blend of dance and martial arts. 

Capoeirista – Practitioner of capoeira. 

Roda – The circle in which two people play capoeira. Some capoeiristas in the circle play 

instruments, and everyone sings call-and-response songs. 

Berimbau – Musical bow of African origin, the principal musical instrument in capoeira. 

Pé do berimbau – “Foot of the berimbau”; the place in the roda from which all the 

capoeira games start. It is located at the feet of the person playing the largest berimbau. 

Chamada – “Call”; a tradition in capoeira angola in which one capoeirista calls the other 

to approach him. 

Volta do Mundo – “Turn around the world”; a practice in which both capoeiristas walk in 

the same direction around the roda in order to briefly rest from the game. 

Malícia – A certain cunningness, a form of perception and readiness, which is the central 

principle of capoeira. 

Kinesthetic – Style of bodily expression. 

 

Movements 

 

Ginga – Smooth swinging step that is the basic movement of capoeira. 

Bananeira – Handstand. 

Aú – Cartwheel. 

Rolé – A ground movement. 

 

Kicks 

 

Meia lua de frente – Circular kick done while facing the other person. 

Quiexada – Circular kick that follows the inverse path of the meia lua de frente. 

Armada – Spinning kick done with the torso vertical (Capoeira Topázio); spinning kick 
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done with the body bent at the waist (FICA). 

Meia lua de compasso – Spinning kick, hitting with the heel and done with the body tilted 

and one hand on the ground (Capoeira Topázio). 

Rabo de arraia – Spinning kick, hitting with the heel and done with the body tilted and 

both hands on the ground (FICA). 

Martelo – Straight side snap kick done with the body slightly tilted and hitting with the 

instep (Capoeira Topázio). 

Benção – Straight forward push kick hitting with the sole of the foot. 

Ponteira – Straight forward snap kick hitting with the instep. 

Esporão – Straight side push kick, hitting with the sole of the foot, done with the torso 

tilted. 

Chapa de Costas – Straight backwards push kick, hitting with the sole of the foot, done 

with both hands on the ground. 

 

 

Defensive Movements 

 

Esquiva – A dodge with the knees bent, the torso tilted to one side, one hand on the 

ground, and the other arm protecting the face (Capoeira Topázio). 

Negativa – Position with one leg bent and the other extended to the side, both hands on 

the ground, the torso bent to the side of the bent leg and very close to the ground (FICA); 

position with one leg bent and the other extended to the front, the torso vertical, one hand 

on the floor and the other protecting the face (Capoeira Topázio). 

Queda de Rins – Position with one’s feet in the air and the side of the head and both 

hands on the floor supporting the weight of the body. 

 

Takedowns 

 

Rasteira – Tripping the other player’s leg while he/she is kicking. 

Banda – Embracing the other player’s waist and push backwards, at the same time 

tripping his/her supporting leg. 
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Vingativa – To put one leg behind the legs of the other player, grab both of his/her legs, 

and lift up while pushing their torso backwards with one’s shoulder. 

Tesoura – To catch the other player’s legs in between one’s own and twist in order to 

take him/her down. 

 

Others 

 

Pião de mão – Spinning handstand. 

Cabeçada – Headbutt. 
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Introduction 

 

 Capoeira, an Afro-Brazilian blend of martial arts and dance, possesses a central 

principle called malícia. Formulating an exact definition of malícia is difficult since it is a 

complex, multi-faceted concept. The English literature about capoeira expresses diverse 

points of view about malícia. J. Lowell Lewis describes it as a form of cunning and 

deception: the idea of creating an appearance, expectation, or pattern, but instead doing 

something unexpected.
1
 Nestor Capoeira also uses the word “cunning” to characterize 

malícia, but he writes nothing of deception, interpreting malícia more as a type of 

knowledge, a “form of comprehension.”
2
 What is known with certainty is that malícia is 

intimately linked to capoeira. Malícia is “the basic element from which all the other 

elements - the game, the ginga, the blows, the dodges, the acrobatics, the ritual, the songs, 

the rhythms of the berimbau, and the roda - materialize, and to which they refer.”
3
 Every 

part of capoeira thus originates in malícia. 

 Within the capoeira community, there exists a large diversity of styles and 

methods of practice. The major division is between Capoeira Angola, considered the 

more traditional form of capoeira, and Capoeira Regional, the style created by Mestre 

Bimba in the 1930s. Soon after arriving in Salvador, I watched two rodas, one of 

Capoeira Regional and the other of Capoeira Angola. These rodas were different in 

almost every aspect. 

 The first roda was that of Capoeira Topázio, a Capoeira Regional group that aims 

to continue Mestre Bimba’s work. The players in this roda wore white clothes and 

colored cords, and played barefoot. Most of the movements were performed upright, on 

the feet, at high speeds, and with some distance from the other player. The games lasted 

more or less ten seconds, and then other players bought the game. Many games ended in 

wrestling matches on the ground in which the players used jiu-jitsu techniques. 

Sometimes the games became heated and aggressive, and I sensed an environment of 

seriousness, intense focus, and competition. 

                                                 
1
 J. Lowell Lewis, Ring of Liberation (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1992), 101. 

2
 Nestor Capoeira, Capoeira, os Fundamentos da Malícia (Rio de Janeiro: Record, 1992), 122. 

3
 Ibid. 
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 The other roda was that of FICA (International Capoeira Angola Foundation), a 

Capoeira Angola group that aims to preserve and promote the Afro-Brazilian traditions of 

the art. The players in this roda wore black pants, yellow shirts, and shoes. The 

movements were closer to the ground, performed at various speeds and always very close 

to the other player. Each game lasted no less than ten minutes. The players used the 

rituals called chamadas, in which one capoeirista calls the other to approach him. At 

times the games became intense with trips and takedowns; however, the players were 

always smiling and laughing, so the competition was friendly and I sensed an atmosphere 

of playfulness. 

 After these rodas, a question immediately arose in my mind: if, as Nestor 

Capoeira wrote, all the elements of capoeira come from malícia, and these two capoeira 

groups differ so greatly in the elements of their capoeira, is it because they have 

completely different ideas of malícia, or because they have the same idea but express it in 

different ways? This question became the basis for my research project. 

 I discovered, surprisingly, that the literature says almost nothing about different 

interpretations of malícia between different styles of capoeira. The only things I read 

were the declarations of J. Lowell Lewis and Mestre Bola Sete that practitioners of 

Capoeira Regional value the quality of malícia less than practitioners of Capoeira 

Angola. They write that Capoeira Regional focuses more on the technique and efficiency 

of the movements than on malícia.
4
 However, this is a quantitative rather than a 

qualitative comparison; it says nothing about the essence of the idea of malícia and 

whether the practitioners of the two styles share the same basic conception of the term. 

My research thus explored a new area by aiming to discover whether or not there was a 

qualitative difference between two groups of different styles. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
4
 Lewis, 105. 

José Luis Oliveira (Mestre Bola Sete), A Capoeira Angola Na Bahia (Rio de Janeiro: Pallas, 1989), 189. 
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Importance of Research 

 

 The social importance of malícia is great. Capoeira and malícia were created and 

developed as forms of fight against injustice and oppression. Although no one knows 

exactly the time or place in which capoeira was created, “the important thing is to know 

that capoeira was born in the name of liberty, in the fight against slavery.”
5
 According to 

J. Lowell Lewis, it was the same situation with malícia: the idea arose out of the methods 

of resistance used by the slaves to fight their masters. By means of inefficiency, sabotage, 

and other ways of manipulating the system of production, slaves could gain a form of 

power over their masters without fighting directly against them. “In the capoeira world, 

such trickery became transformed into a positive value called malícia.”
6
 

 After the abolition of slavery in 1888, capoeira was prohibited by law, but it 

continued to be practiced and developed by the people of the underworld, poor people 

living on the fringe of society: ex-slaves, criminals, the unemployed. Although slavery 

had ended, society was still dominated by elites, and thus the idea of malícia continued to 

be applicable. Capoeiristas learned “the value of lies and deceit, of ambush, surprise, and 

treason,”
7
 all elements linked to malícia. 

 Today, capoeira is legal and is celebrated as a national sport in Brazil. However, 

there is still much injustice in Brazilian society, and many capoeiristas see their art and its 

malícia as weapons against this injustice. Various modern authors write about the use of 

malícia in daily life in modern society. J. Lowell Lewis says, “the lesson for capoeira 

players is clear: don’t be fooled by the appearance of friendliness, don’t trust anyone too 

far, and always be ready to defend yourself. A person who always follows these maxims 

is someone with malícia, a quality of value in both inside and outside ‘worlds.’”
8
 Nestor 

Capoeira writes that malícia is utilized not only in the roda but also “in day-to-day 

situations.”
9
 He describes life as a fight, a battle, but says that malícia can help a person 

                                                 
5
 Oliveira, 20. 

6
 Lewis, 29. 

7
 Nestor Capoeira, The Little Capoeira Book (California: North Atlantic Books, 1995), 36. 

8
 Lewis, 193. 

9
 Nestor Capoeira, Capoeira, os Fundamentos da Malícia, 121. 
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“in this ‘valley of tears,’ in this cruel jungle that is the world”
10

 to survive and moreover 

find happiness. Thus, understanding better the concept of malícia, which my project aims 

to do, is important not only for capoeiristas, but for any person who lives in an unjust and 

oppressive society. 

 

Personal Motives for Selection of Topic 

 

 Capoeira was the first thing that got me interested in the language, culture, and 

history of Brazil. In the beginning, I was interested in learning capoeira for its beautiful 

movements, even though I couldn’t even do a cartwheel! Later, I began to read about the 

origin and development of the art. I realized the necessity of learning the Portuguese 

language, and I wanted to train and study capoeira in the land where it was born. Because 

of this, I decided to spend a semester in Brazil. 

 I chose to research capoeira because capoeira is my passion. I chose specifically 

the theme of malícia because it is so fundamental to the art; the good capoeirista is the 

capoeirista who has malícia. My capoeira group in the United States focuses mainly on 

capoeira’s movements and rarely on its philosophy or social implications, so I was 

feeling the lack of these elements in my learning of capoeira. This project gave me the 

opportunity to improve my own understanding of the art that I love and also contribute 

my work to the world of research that has already been performed on capoeira. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
10

 Ibid. 
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Research Location and Methods 

 

 I decided to do my research in Salvador, the capital of the state of Bahia, because 

Salvador is known as the world capital of capoeira and Afro-Brazilian culture. The city 

has many different capoeira groups of many different styles. I worked with FICA 

(International Capoeira Angola Foundation) and Capoeira Topázio. FICA practices 

Capoeira Angola and the master of the group is Mestre Valmir (Valmir Damasceno); 

Capoeira Topázio practices Capoeira Regional and the master of the group is Mestre 

Dinho (Raimundo dos Santos).
11

 I chose these two groups because their capoeira is very 

different, and I thought a comparison between them would be optimal for my project. 

 Regarding methods of researching malícia, I remembered the words of Nestor 

Capoeira, who wrote that the learning of malícia “is unique and specific: it is realized in 

the game with different players, inside the roda to the sound of the berimbau, over the 

years.”
12

 Because of this, I decided not only to observe the classes and rodas of each 

group, but also to participate, in order to learn a little bit of malícia by first-hand 

experience. I participated in seven classes with each group. Each Capoeira Topázio class 

lasted ninety minutes and each FICA class two hours. After each session, I noted the 

exercises we did as well as the advice given by the mestre or instructor during the class. 

 I went to three rodas with each group, participating in two and observing one. The 

Capoeira Topázio rodas lasted ninety minutes, and the FICA rodas three and a half hours. 

I noted observations on the atmosphere, music, movements and interactions of the 

players, and on my experiences and feelings while playing in the roda. I also filmed a few 

moments in the rodas to show the difference in the styles of the two groups. To speak 

more specifically about the idea of malícia, I did an interview with each mestre. In these 

interviews, I used very open questions in order to give the mestres the liberty to answer in 

whatever manner they wished, without forcing a pre-fabricated concept of malícia on 

them. 

 The combination of these methods allowed me to collect the necessary data to 

respond to my research question. 

                                                 
11

 For more information on each group, see Appendices B and C. 
12

 Ibid. 
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Results and Analysis 

 

 I discovered that FICA and Capoeira Topázio share the same basic idea of malícia 

on the conceptual level, but in practice there is a very large difference between their 

applications of malícia to movement. In both groups, malícia is seen as a form of 

readiness for any situation, with the dual components of vision and action. The groups’ 

perspectives regarding the aspect of vision are similar, but in the area of action, they 

teach opposite things. In Capoeira Topázio, the readiness of malícia takes the form of 

fixed, rigid protection; in FICA, it takes the form of relaxed, flexible protection. This 

difference appeared very clearly in the capoeira classes that I took and the interviews 

with the mestres that I conducted. Regarding the learning of malícia, the mestres also 

agree about the basic idea, but have different foci. The mestre’ perspectives on malícia 

applied in daily life are also similar, and the examples that they gave support the 

interpretation of malícia as a form of readiness. 

 In this section, I will first discuss malícia in the general sense, describing its basic 

themes and comparing it to its opposites. I will explain the relationship of malícia to the 

terms “malandragem” and “mandinga,” which are also key concept in capoeira’s 

philosophy. Second, I will discuss the details of malícia as a form of vision and 

perception, showing the agreement of the two groups. Next, I will explain how the two 

groups share the same idea of malícia on the theoretical level with relation to movement, 

but interpret the idea in opposite ways. Later, I will describe the perspectives of the 

mestres on learning malícia. Finally, I will speak of the application of malícia in daily 

life, demonstrating the connection between the mestres’ words and my experiences in 

Salvador.  

 

What is Malícia? 

 

 Regarding the literature already cited, both mestres described malícia in the same 

sense as Nestor Capoeira does, as a “specific type of vision of things, of perception of the 
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universe.
13

 They identified malícia as readiness for any situation by means of awareness 

and cleverness. Neither Mestre Valmir nor Mestre Dinho mentioned deception, which 

was J. Lowell Lewis’ main focus in his description of malícia. The relationship between 

malícia and deception seems to be that malícia permits it and also prevents it – a person 

who has malícia has the ability to deceive others and also to avoid being deceived by 

them – but the essence of malícia is not deception; instead, it is the more neutral element 

of “readiness.” 

 One interesting question that I asked was, “what is the opposite of malícia?” 

Mestre Valmir responded “naïveté,” and to explain the difference between a person with 

malícia and a naïve person, said, “a person with malícia is all smart, like this,” while he 

swayed his torso and looked in various directions, moving his head and hands here and 

there. To imitate the person without malícia, he sat completely still, mouth open, staring 

in only one direction. Mestre Dinho said that a person without malícia is “a sucker, a 

person who doesn’t know anything.” These responses support the interpretation of 

malícia as a form of knowledge or wisdom. 

 

Malícia, Mandinga, and Malandragem 

 

 “Malícia,” “mandinga,” and “malandragem” are the most frequently used words 

in speaking about the philosophies of capoeira. One of the things that I wanted to clarify 

early in the research was the difference, or lack of difference, between these three terms. 

According to capoeira scholar Frederico Abreu, the difference is subtle but present. In his 

view, mandinga is linked to magic practices; malandragem is cleverness and cunning; 

and malícia is similar to malandragem but is set apart by the additional element of 

wickedness. 

 In Mestre Valmir’s opinion, the three words are synonyms inside the context of 

capoeira. Outside capoeira, he said, there is a difference in their meaning and use. 

Malandragem is the characteristic of the malandro, who was a specific type of person in 

Brazilian society. The malandro was known as someone without formal work or 

obligations, with a certain manner of dressing – with loose clothing – and a certain 

                                                 
13

 Ibid. 
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manner of walking – a swaggering, swinging stride. The title of malandro was used with 

a negative connotation, and was linked to capoeiristas. Mandinga, according to Mestre 

Valmir, has a connection to the religious element, to magic practices. However, in the 

context of capoeira, he says, all three words refer to the same idea. 

 Mestre Dinho agreed, not even making a difference between inside and outside 

the context of capoeira. He simply said that the three words “go together.” He asked me, 

“what is ‘martelo’ in English?” I responded, “hammer,” and Mestre Dinho said that we 

have two equivalent words that signify the same object. It is the same way, he said, with 

malícia, mandinga, and malandragem – they refer to the same idea. 

 Thus, the mestres did not make the distinction that Frederico did. In truth, when I 

asked the mestres about the connection between malícia and wickedness, both 

emphasized that wickedness is not an element of malícia in capoeira. “Evil intent is 

something that is already inside a person,” Mestre Dinho explained, “and a part of 

malícia is to see and perceive if the other player has evil intent against you.” There exists 

a traditional song in capoeira that promotes malícia and discourages evil intent, saying 

“seja manhoso mas não seja malvado”
14

 (be clever, but don’t be wicked/evil). Because 

both mestres with whom I worked did not make a distinction between malícia, mandinga, 

and malandragem, I will treat them as synonyms in this text. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
14

 Oliveira, 143. 
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Malícia in the eyes: Attention, Awareness, and Perception 

 

Introduction – Close Connection between Malícia and Vision 

 

 The first aspect of malícia is closely linked to vision. Both mestres, when 

speaking of malícia, called attention to the eyes, and many times used the words “alert” 

and “attentive.” According to them, a person with malícia is always conscious of 

everything that is happening around him or her. “Right now, for example,” said Mestre 

Valmir during our interview, “I’m speaking with you, I’m working [he was making 

caxixis], but I know that there are two people over there, and I know when someone 

enters the room.” He emphasized the importance of peripheral vision, which allows him 

to see and know what is happening on the other side of the room without needing to look 

directly at it. Mestre Dinho shared this emphasis on vision, saying that a capoeirista has 

to be conscious of everything, including the things behind him. 

 In this section, I will demonstrate the agreement of FICA and Capoeira Topázio 

regarding malícia as a form of vision. I will describe the emphasis on vision in both 

groups’ capoeira classes, also discussing the advanced ability of foresight and the defense 

against it. Later, I will present two applications of malícia’s vision: attentiveness at the 

foot of the berimbau, emphasized in both groups; and attentiveness during the chamadas, 

an element present in only FICA. 

 

Emphasis on Vision in the Classes: Consciousness of One’s Own Actions and of the 

Actions of Others 

 

 Both groups’ classes gave much importance to vision and awareness of the other 

player’s movements in the roda. Mestre Valmir frequently said “you have to see his 

movement.” While he demonstrated a movement exercise done with a partner, he pointed 

to his own eyes, saying, “I am seeing the rabo de arraia… I am seeing his au.” The 

instructors of Capoeira Topázio also focused on vision. When I had problems with the 

timing of a certain movement, they told me, “see his kick pass, then enter with your 

movement.” Like Mestre Valmir, they emphasized the verb “ver” (to see) and called 
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attention to the eyes. 

 The vision of malícia must be used not only when playing, but also while other 

players are playing. This is a form of preparation for the moment when you play with 

these players. Mestre Dinho gave the example of a boxing match. Before the match, one 

player watched many videos of the other boxer competing. This boxer had malícia, and 

although he had never fought the other boxer, he won easily. He used his vision not only 

during the actual fight, but also before the fight in order to see and learn the movement 

habits of the opponent. Mestre Valmir spoke of this same strategy during his classes. 

When we were practicing a movement called pião de mão (spinning handstand), I was 

doing the spin in only one direction, the one I felt was easier for me. He made me 

practice the other, warning me that if I always do a movement in the same direction, 

people watching will observe this, and when they play me take advantage of the fact that 

I am so predictable.  

 Finally, this awareness of movement must be awareness not only of others’ 

movements, but also of one’s own. Mestre Valmir spoke of the importance of this during 

almost every class and roda. It is important, he said, to give your movement with the goal 

of hitting the other player. However, if you see that the other player will not escape the 

blow, you must have the control to stop your movement so that you do not hurt your 

partner. He called this ability “movement consciousness,” and always encouraged us to 

develop it. 

 

Advanced Malícia: From Vision to Foresight 

 

 With more and more experience in the game, the capoeirista learns to see the 

other players’ movements earlier and earlier, until the vision evolves into foresight, the 

ability to perceive the other player’s intention before he actually does the movement. Bira 

Almeida (Mestre Acordeon) describes this ability as an additional dimension to capoeira, 

saying that he tries “‘to read’ the opponent’s mind.”
 15

 I noticed that both mestres had this 

ability while I was playing capoeira with them. Mestre Dinho seemed to know exactly 

                                                 
15

 Bira Almeida (Mestre Acordeon), Capoeira: A Brazilian Art Form (Califórnia: North Atlantic Books, 

1986), 148. 
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when I was going to kick, because he calmly and without rushing showed a rasteira (trip) 

on every kick that I gave. Mestre Valmir once told me, “now I am not going to let you 

move,” and it was true – any movement I decided to do, he had already seen that I was 

going to do it and had already taken an action to prevent it. It was clear that both mestres 

had consciousness of their own movements as well; all their movements were perfectly 

controlled, and although Mestre Dinho once knocked me down with a rasteira, he did not 

hurt me. 

 

Defense Against Foresight 

 

 To play with a person who has this advanced malícia of foresight, one must 

develop strategies to be less predictable. The theme of hiding our intentions in the roda 

existed in both groups’ classes. In Capoeira Topázio, we did this by means of faking one 

attack but giving another. During almost every class, we practiced many combinations 

such as the following: fake ponteira, but give martelo; fake quiexada or armada, but do 

martelo; fake queixada or armada, but do meia lua de compasso. The first kick serves as a 

feint to disguise the intention of the real attack. In the roda, I was caught many times with 

this strategy, when I did an esquiva expecting the first kick and the second kick, the real 

attack, got me. 

 In FICA, we were encouraged to enter kicks in various ways, starting them from 

different positions. Mestre Valmir reprimanded a student who always did the same 

distinct movement with her arms as she was about to enter an armada, saying that this is 

bad because it shows her intention. “You want to keep the other player guessing, 

wondering ‘what is she going to do?’ and not knowing whether your spin is leading to an 

armada, a chapa, or something else,” he said. Another way of hiding one’s intention 

taught by FICA was to put more bodily movement in the ginga. Mestre Valmir 

encouraged me to “get rid of that robotic, repetitive ginga; do something different with 

your arms on every step.” I noticed that when I did this during partner exercises, I 

managed to catch the other player with a kick more easily. 
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Malícia at the Pé do Berimbau 

 

 The pé do berimbau, the point in the roda from which all the games begin, can be 

a dangerous place, and lots of malícia is needed when a capoeirista is there. I often saw 

Mestre Valmir testing the attention of players at the pé do berimbau. For example, a 

student crouched at the pé do berimbau to play with the mestre, who had been playing 

with someone else and was standing. Mestre Valmir approached the pé do berimbau and 

before crouching, showed a quick kick to the unprotected face of the crouched player, 

showing him that he wasn’t paying enough attention. 

 This same principle of staying alert at the pé do berimbau was present in Capoeira 

Topázio’s rodas as well. After one roda, Mestre Dinho advised all the students that one 

must pay lots of attention when one is crouched at the pé do berimbau. He warned against 

looking at the ceiling, or the floor, or paying all one’s attention to things on the other side 

of the room, saying “you have to keep one eye on the other player at the pé do berimbau 

and the other eye on the game.” In our interview, Mestre Dinho mentioned this example 

as an example of malícia, emphasizing that the capoeirista must be aware of everything. 

 

 

Malícia in Chamadas: Rituals to Test Awareness 

 

 The rituals called “chamadas” are another manner of testing the attention of the 

other player. Mestre Bola Sete writes that the main point of chamadas is “to awaken the 

malícia of the capoeirista.”
16

 In a chamada, one player assumes a certain bodily position 

that indicates an invitation to the other player to approach him. According to the 

chamadas’ traditions, the other player, after doing some individual movements, slowly 

approaches the first player and makes contact with him. Depending on the type of 

chamada, this contact can be between the hands, the hands and shoulder, or the head and 

the stomach. The two capoeiristas then walk a few steps back and forth together. The 

chamada ends when the player that started it offers the exit to the other, and the other 

does a movement to restart the normal game. In FICA’s rodas, these chamadas were used 

                                                 
16

 Oliveira, 170. 
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frequently, on average three or four times per game. The students of Capoeira Topázio, as 

is typical among Capoeira Regional schools, never used chamadas. 

 Mestre Valmir said that the use of chamadas is to see if the other player is alert. 

He emphasized the necessity that both players be attentive and cautious. When a chamada 

is called, the person approaching must be just as attentive as the person being 

approached. Because much attention is needed, Mestre Valmir said, it is an error to do a 

chamada immediately after catching the other player or being caught by him or her. At 

those times, “you’re all excited, and that makes you vulnerable. You must instead be 

calm and alert.” 

 I saw the truth of this emphasis on attentiveness in countless situations during 

chamadas. Once, the player responding to the call fell during one of his individual 

movements, and everyone in the roda laughed. The player, smiling and laughing as well, 

gave up on the movement and approached the stationary player very casually. However, 

as soon as he touched her hand, he gave a quick sweep to the back of her leg, causing her 

to trip. I also saw players break the chamada by tripping or hitting the other player while 

the two were walking back and forth together. And in the exits from chamadas, 

sometimes a player would make a quick attack if the other player started with a 

movement that left some part of their body open. It’s important to have malícia, vision of 

movements and perception of the intentions of the other player, during the entire 

chamada from the beginning to the end. One must never let one’s guard down. 

 

 

Conclusion - Vision as the First Element of Malícia 

 

 It can be said that the first part of malícia, as defined and practiced by the groups 

FICA and Capoeira Topázio, is vision, perception, and consciousness. It is the 

consciousness of one’s own movements, of the movements of others, and of everything 

happening in one’s environment. Consciousness of one’s own movements allows the 

capoeirista to play without hurting the other player. Awareness of the other player’s 

movements helps the capoeirista catch his/her adversary and avoid being caught by 

him/her. Consciousness of one’s surroundings allows the capoeirista never to be surprised 
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by anything that may happen. Very developed vision makes it possible for the capoeirista 

to foresee the actions of the other player. The best defense against this, emphasized by 

both groups, is to hide or disguise one’s intention. Regarding this vision aspect of 

malícia, the points of view of both mestres agreed and the lessons taught in the classes of 

both groups were very similar. 
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Malícia in Bodily Movement: Preparation and Protection 

 

Introduction - Close Connection between Malícia and Movement 

 

 The second aspect of malícia is very linked to movement. One of the things that 

most distinguishes capoeira from other martial arts is its emphasis on movement. 

Capoeira, unlike karate and tae-kwon-do, does not have a fixed stance from which one 

begins one’s blows. Instead it has the ginga, with constant swinging movement. A 

capoeirista never stays still, but is always in motion. 

 The body language of Mestre Dinho and Mestre Valmir during the interviews 

showed the connection between malícia and movement. I observed that it was impossible 

for the two mestres to discuss malícia and sit still. They couldn’t simply talk about 

movements with malícia; instead they both stood up frequently and did the movements, at 

times asking my involvement, to clearly express the principle of malícia. When Mestre 

Valmir explained the difference between a person with and a person without malícia, he 

used much bodily movement to imitate a person with malícia, and stayed still to 

demonstrate the manner of a person without malícia. 

 In this section, I will first demonstrate the groups’ agreement about the readiness 

of always having a counterattack, a response to the movement of the other player. Later, I 

will present and explain the big difference between the kinesthetics of FICA and 

Capoeira Topázio. 

 

The Malícia of Always Having a Response 

 

 In this area of movements, the two mestres affirmed that the player with malícia is 

the player who always has a response to the movement of the other player. When I asked 

for examples of malícia in the movements of capoeira, Mestre Dinho responded, “when 

he gives martelo, I catch his leg and give a rasteira; when he gives meia lua de compasso, 

I enter with vingativa; when he gives armada, I am ready with a banda. It is to always 

respond to the other’s attack with a counterattack.” Mestre Valmir expressed the same 

idea, saying that he sees the game as a dialogue using the language of music and 
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movement. The moves of the players are like questions and answers. “A player wins,” he 

explained, “when he gives a ‘question’ to which the other does not have an ‘answer.’” 

 Both groups’ classes gave a big importance to the teaching of this malícia of 

responding correctly to the movements of others. All the classes started with the practice 

of movements individually, but in most of the classes, we spent more time working in 

pairs. The number and the variety of these partner exercises was huge; here in this section 

I describe only the most important examples and what I learned through them. 

 The partner exercises in Capoeira Topázio tended to follow a general pattern: one 

player does a kick, and the other player dodges it. Then, the player who dodged responds 

with his own kick, and the first player must dodge. Or, instead of responding with a kick, 

the player can use a movement like banda, rasteira, or vingativa to try to knock down the 

player who kicked first. Those combinations mentioned by Mestre Dinho in our interview 

as examples of malícia - armada and banda, and meia lua de compasso and vingativa - 

were practiced in four of the seven classes I took. 

 One thing that was frequently said during these exercises was, “do your 

movement on top of his movement,” meaning that in order to be the most efficient, the 

movement that is the “response” must be done immediately after the movement that was 

the “question.” With the armada and banda, for example, if the player doing the banda 

does it immediately after the armada, he can take advantage of the kicking player’s 

momentum and knock him down more easily. However, if the player waits until the first 

player finishes the armada, he will not be able to do the banda, because the player who 

kicked will have had the time to put his foot securely on the ground. 

 During the interview, Mestre Valmir gave this same idea of taking advantage of 

the movement of the other player as an example of malícia. He emphasized it in every 

class as well. Once I did a headstand during a game. The other player extended a foot to 

kick my face, which was unprotected. I saw the kick coming and wanted to lower my legs 

to block it, but my reaction was delayed and my feet fell on top of the other player's legs. 

Mestre Valmir stopped our game to correct me. My response had two problems, he said. 

First of all, it could hurt the other player; second, it didn't leave me a way to attack him. 

Mestre Valmir then explained a better response: in this situation, I should put one foot on 

the floor, lift up my head, removing it from the trajectory of the kick, and use my other 
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leg to do a chapa de costas to the chest of the other player, who was in a position 

vulnerable to such an attack. "Your response must take advantage of his movement," 

Mestre Valmir advised.  

 Another thing that I learned while I was playing with Mestre Valmir himself was 

the necessity that the movement given as a response must be logical. At one point in our 

game, Mestre Valmir gave a meia lua de frente, and I went to the ground and showed a 

rasteira on his support leg. He stopped the game and asked me, "how are you going to 

take me down with that rasteira?" and made me try. I couldn't do it. He said, "you must 

think about the person playing," explaining that my rasteira could perhaps take down a 

small, light person, but would never work against a player as heavy as himself. He 

suggested that I instead enter during the meia lua de frente and give a standing rasteira 

combined with a cabeçada to his torso. With this combination of movements, I was able 

to knock him off balance. 

 These examples demonstrate the agreement of both groups that a player with 

malícia is always ready with a movement to respond to the movement of his adversary. 

They also show some necessary characteristics of this response: it must be logical, 

efficient, at the same time attack and defense, and must take advantage of the movement 

of the other player. 

 

The Difference Between the Perspectives on Malícia 

 

 The big difference between the two groups’ interpretations of malícia is found in 

the kinesthetic, in the actual manner of moving the body. Capoeira Topázio interprets the 

readiness of malícia with a rigid kinesthetic and FICA with a relaxed kinesthetic. Each 

mestre believes that his kinesthetic is the most efficient for readiness, and consequently 

expresses true malícia. 

 To present each group’s kinesthetic, I will begin with a description of the group’s 

ginga, because the ginga is the basic movement of capoeira and incorporates the principle 

of malícia, as I stated in the introduction. After this, I will show the extension of the 

kinesthetic revealed by the ginga to the other movements taught in the classes. Finally, I 

will present the perspectives of the two mestres expressed in the interviews, which 
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demonstrate the connection between malícia and the kinesthetic. 

 

The Rigid Kinesthetic of Capoeira Topázio 

 

 The ginga taught in Capoeira Topázio classes was standardized, defensive, with 

fixed protection. The instructors frequently told us to "ginga securely, without hopping." 

In the ginga of Capoeira Topázio, the foot in the front stays completely on the ground in 

order to make the body’s position more stable. One arm must always be in front of the 

face to protect it. Another phrase often used by the instructors was "close your hands!" 

When I asked why, they explained that if a kick hits an open hand, it will break, but if the 

hand is closed, the danger of it breaking would be less. 

 The instructors constantly required protection of one’s face, as much during the 

exercises as during the game. They made me protect my face during many different 

movements: during the esquiva and the meia lua de compasso, those in which one hand is 

on the ground, the other must be in front of the face; during the banda, in which one arm 

embraces the other player, the other arm must be in front of the face to obstruct a possible 

cabeçada; when I stand up after doing an au, rasteira, or rolê, I must protect my face with 

both arms so that I am not vulnerable to a kick.  

 Mestre Dinho identified this constant protection with malícia. He drew a strong 

contrast between Capoeira Topázio’s style, in which the vulnerable parts of the body are 

always protected, and the style of Capoeira Angola movements, which he thinks leaves 

one unprotected. "Angoleiros say that they have malícia, but they ginga and play with the 

body totally open. I don't understand this!" he exclaimed. "When you go to fight, you 

don't go like this [he faced me, leaning forward, with his arms extended to the sides and 

his hands open], offering your face to your adversary. You fight like this [he turned to the 

side, in a defensive boxing-type position with his arms close to his face and his hands 

closed]." He emphasized again the necessity of always protecting the face and the solar 

plexus. Mestre Dinho showed his great respect for Capoeira Angola, emphasizing that he 

thinks the style beautiful, and occasionally likes to play it, but said that Capoeira Angola 

treats capoeira more like a form of dance. "My opinion is that capoeira is a fight," he 

said. Mestre Dinho expressed pride in his group's emphasis on protection, saying that it 
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makes Capoeira Topázio unique among other capoeira groups. According to him, the 

students of Capoeira Topázio learn to play correctly by playing well-protected. 

 

The Relaxed Kinesthetic of FICA 

 

 The ginga taught in FICA's classes was variable, free, and full of bodily 

movements. The capoeirista never puts his entire foot on the ground, but instead must 

always be on the balls of his feet in order to have the ability to quickly move the feet to a 

different position should the need arise. The arms must be relaxed, moving in a 

spontaneous manner, with the hands relaxed and open. The instructions given every class 

about the ginga were "relax your body more," "free your body," and "loosen the ginga." 

Mestre Valmir encouraged us to put more movement in the ginga - turns, extra steps, 

small hops, more movement of the arms, shoulders, torso, and waist - saying that this is 

"malícia of the body." 

 Mestre Valmir taught us to apply the idea of relaxation of the body in all the 

movements, not just the ginga. During movements done on the hands with the feet in the 

air, such as au and bananeira, he always told us to keep the legs relaxed and not tense: 

"When you walk on your feet, you leave your arms relaxed, natural, not all tense and 

rigid. Do the same thing with your legs while you walk on your hands." Even the 

expression on one's face must be relaxed, with a natural smile, and not all clenched and 

tense. 

 To be always on the balls of the feet was another big theme in all movements. 

Doing the benção on the ball of the foot gives more extension to the kick than doing it 

with the entire foot on the ground. It is important to do movements such as rolê on the 

balls of the feet because this allows more possible movement. In the middle of the rolê, 

the capoeirista can quickly go up into a bananeira. If the rolê is done with the whole foot 

firmly on the ground, it would be very difficult to get up in this manner, and the 

capoeirista’s movement would be more limited. 

 In Mestre Valmir’s point of view, malícia has a lot to do with this agility and 

freedom of movement. According to him, this focus on movement does not come at the 

cost of protection; on the contrary, keeping the body relaxed and free in movement 
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allows the capoeirista to defend himself better. He said that this flexible protection is 

more efficient than rigid protection. He asked me how a capoeirista who does ginga with 

the arm fixed in front of the face would protect himself against an attack to the abdomen. 

The only way, he responded, is to hit the other player's arm with one's own, hurting him. 

On the other hand, Mestre Valmir showed me, a capoeirista who does the ginga with 

relaxed arms can sweep away such an attack smoothly without hurting the other player. 

In addition, this capoeirista would have the ability to respond with a cabeçada, while the 

tense capoeirista who is fixed in only one position would not have this capability. 

 

Conclusion - Malícia and Movement 

 

 Why is this connection between malícia and movement so strong? If we 

remember our definition of malícia, readiness for any situation, we see that the ability to 

adapt, to suddenly change plans, to move and improvise, is fundamental. Americano, a 

student of Mestre Bimba, captured this point with the following words: "It is malícia that 

indicates with precision the capacity of the capoeirista to override the history of his ego 

(the consciousness of acquired and consolidated habits) and adopt, in a matter of seconds, 

a new attitude."
17

 

 Regarding malícia and action, both groups teach malícia as constant protection 

and readiness with a logical and efficient response to the other player's movement. 

However, their kinesthetics are opposite - fixed and rigid in Capoeira Topazio, and 

relaxed and flexible in FICA. The capoeiristas of both groups seem capable of defending 

themselves using the style of their group, and it is impossible to say which is better. 
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 Americano, “Mestre Bimba: Corpo de Malandragem” 
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Learning Malícia 

 

 The two mestres shared the same basic idea about learning malícia, but expressed 

slightly different foci. Both of them agreed that the only way to learn malícia is through 

time and experience. When I asked Mestre Valmir how malícia is learned, he shrugged 

his shoulders and said simply "time and experience in the roda." Mestre Dinho affirmed, 

"no one teaches malícia to anyone else"; in other words, malícia is not taught, instead it is 

learned by the capoeirista’s own experience. 

 The difference between the mestres’ perspectives is found in the emphasis on the 

type of this experience. Mestre Dinho emphasized equally playing and watching other 

capoeiristas playing. "I can't teach malícia to my son through a conversation," he said. "I 

can tell him some things, but he will really learn by playing and watching capoeira." 

Always during this section of the interview, Mestre Dinho spoke the words "playing" and 

"watching" together, as the dual components of the experience necessary to learn malícia. 

 Mestre Valmir gave more importance to the element of playing than to the 

element of watching and imitating, vigorously emphasizing individuality. When I asked 

him if strategies of practicing malícia are learned by watching other players, he 

responded "no, it has to be natural." He cited the famous saying of Mestre Pastinha, "each 

one is each one," explaining that he doesn't want his students to imitate his game, but 

instead to develop their own styles of playing capoeira. It must be the same, he said, with 

the learning of malícia; it is learned by the capoeirista himself playing, not by seeing and 

imitating others. 

 The games in FICA’s rodas lasted so long that it was possible to see the players 

learning a little bit of malícia when a situation in the game was repeated with a different 

result. For example, once my adversary did a tesoura against me. I went under the tesoura 

and did the common trick of lifting my foot to kick his face. He was not ready for this 

and I hit him gently in the nose. Later in our game, he gave another tesoura and I repeated 

my response. However, this time he protected his face with his arms and blocked my 

kick. He had learned a little bit of malícia, and was ready the second time. 

 However, of course malícia is not always learned with just one repetition of a 

situation. After teaching me the correct response to his meia lua de frente – standing 
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rasteira and cabeçada – Mestre Valmir tested me by giving the meia lua de frente several 

more times during our game. Unfortunately, I continued responding in the same incorrect 

manner, and became frustrated. Thus, often more time and more repetition is needed to 

apply the malícia of seeing and responding correctly to a movement. 

 Although the time I spent training with the two groups was short, I still noticed an 

improvement in my awareness and ability to respond to movements. During my first 

times playing with Capoeira Topázio, almost every kick caught me off guard, and I was 

knocked down frequently. By the end of my training, I was avoiding kicks with esquiva 

more easily and even managed to escape some attempts by the other player to take me 

down. Playing with FICA as well, my ability to see what the other player was doing and 

respond accordingly improved. With even more time training, these responses will 

become even more natural. 
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Malícia in Life 

 

 It was obvious during the interviews that the two mestres consider malícia an 

important quality outside the roda as well: both of them began to speak about the value of 

malícia in life before I even asked about the subject. The sense in which they spoke of 

malícia in life was generally very positive. Mestre Valmir said that "a person who learns 

to live with malícia learns to live better," and Mestre Dinho said that the person who lives 

with malícia is the person who knows the correct way to live. 

 Mestre Dinho identified malícia in life with awareness, cleverness, and 

intelligence. He gave the hypothetical example of seeing a roda in the street that is 

aggressive and violent, and deciding instead of entering it to keep one's distance. He them 

compared this situation to an example of my behavior. "You showed malícia the first day 

that you visited my academy," he said. He reminded me that I had arrived dressed in 

capoeira clothes, and that his students had invited me to play, but I refused. Later I 

entered the roda, but Mestre Dinho praised my decision to watch first in order to observe 

the style and tone of the games. 

 To make a contrast, he also gave me an example of a time when I did not have 

malícia: when we were looking for a quiet place to have our interview, and I told him that 

I don't know the area very well. Some people upon hearing me admit this, would try to 

take advantage of it. "You can't hang out with everyone here," he warned. It's not that 

way in the U.S., he mentioned, but in Salvador there are many people that tell tourists 

that they are mestres or instructors of capoeira, and invite them to a class or roda in an 

unfamiliar place. Lots of malícia, lots of perception, is needed to perceive which of these 

people are true capoeiristas and which are dishonest people trying to exploit tourists. 

Mestre Dinho said that this type of wisdom is even more important for me as a woman. 

There are places that men should avoid as well, he affirmed, but a woman must have even 

more caution. 

 Mestre Valmir described malícia in life as awareness of everything that is 

happening in one's surroundings. He said that a person with malícia is one who stays alert 

with his eyes, ears, and entire body; he emphasized the need to "awaken these senses." 

This awareness would help a person a lot in various situations on the street. For example, 
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a person with malícia would know if a thief tried to rob him; a person with malícia would 

not be blind to it. Mestre Valmir emphasized perception and foresight, using as an 

example the ability to perceive the intentions of a stranger that approaches you on the 

street or at a bus stop. He spoke also about the relaxed kinesthetic, saying and 

demonstrating that if a person trips in the street, he can regain his balance more easily if 

he had had a relaxed body rather than a tense one. A final example involved the choice of 

a place to sit in a room: "From this position here, I can see everything," he said. "If I sat 

like this [turning his chair], with my back to the door, I don't know who might enter!" He 

finished with the declaration that it benefits capoeiristas to take the lessons of malícia 

"from the roda of capoeira to the larger roda that is life." 

 Even before beginning to study malícia, I discovered that it was important to 

develop this quality in Salvador. My first week in the city, I wrote an e-mail to my 

parents, "living here is good for developing street smarts. You learn to notice where you 

are, who's around you, who's watching you, who might be following you... and you learn 

to take certain precautions." For example, after a boy ripped my watch off my wrist in the 

street, I began to keep my money and the key to my apartment inside my clothes rather 

than in my backpack, in case someone stole it. 

 Roberto, our guide, warned us about unknown capoeiristas during our first day in 

Salvador. I had many encounters exactly like the situation described by Mestre Dinho. 

Later, I heard things about the capoeiristas who invited me to their classes and rodas. 

Sometimes I discovered that they were good people and other times that they were bad 

people. Because of this, I decided to train with established groups that I already knew 

were true groups, to be certain of not training with a dishonest person or falling into a 

trap. 

 The other students and the directors of the SIT group also noted the necessity of 

more cleverness in Salvador. I had many conversations with other women in the group 

about strategies to handle interactions with "caçadores" ("hunters"), men who spend all 

their time trying to "catch" foreign women. I remember Bill encouraging us to imitate the 

awareness of the natives of Salvador while speaking on a public telephone: "Notice that 

when the people from here talk on a telephone on the streets, they're not facing the 

telephone, completely plugged into the 'bubble.' Instead they're facing outwards, 
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watching everything that's going on around them," he said. The importance of this was 

driven home when one girl placed her wallet on the ledge of the telephone, and while she 

turned to the side to ask someone a question, a boy ran by and snatched it right from 

under her nose. 

 Practicing malícia in life thus involves the same principles as the practice of 

malícia in the capoeira roda: awareness, perception, readiness, and cleverness. I and my 

colleagues in the group felt the necessity of developing and practicing malícia for self-

defense while we were living in Salvador. A final point: although malícia was described 

as a positive quality by the mestres, I would like to suggest that malícia has nothing to do 

with morality. As I have shown, malícia besides giving protection against deception, also 

permits it, and this deception can be used for evil intent. The "caçadores" and dishonest 

capoeiristas that deceive tourists can also be said to have malícia. Mestre Dinho, in 

addition to using the word "malandro" in a good sense, also used it with a negative 

connotation when speaking of wicked capoeiristas, saying, "you should be careful with 

capoeiristas, because many are malandros." Consequently, I believe that malícia is 

morally neutral. The ability to "read" other people and disguise one's own intentions can 

be used as a means to good or to bad ends. In the words of Mestre Pastinha, "every 

capoeirista has their own potential, for good or for evil."
18
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Final Conclusions and Additional Research 

 

 “Wherever the capoeirista is, capoeira must accompany him. The body and the 

spirit must be ready for any situation” - Mestre Bola Sete
19

 

 

 Malícia is a complex, multi-faceted concept, and I have touched only the tip of the 

iceberg with my research. However, I think I've managed to get the essence of the idea of 

malícia as interpreted by the two groups that I studied. Regarding my original research 

question, I discovered that FICA and Capoeira Topázio have at heart the same definition 

of malícia, as readiness for everything by means of vision and action. A big emphasis on 

this readiness existed in the classes of both groups. However, although many similarities 

appear on the theoretical level, the expressions of malícia in the groups’ kinesthetics are 

opposite: relaxed in FICA, rigid in Capoeira Topázio. 

 If I could continue this research, I would focus on the aspect of malícia in life, 

which I consider very interesting. I would be interested in seeing if the conceptions of 

malícia and its applications in everyday life depend on gender, age, race, and class of the 

capoeirista. I would speak more with the diverse students of the groups in order to get 

their opinions on the idea of malícia. It would also be interesting to investigate the 

perspectives of “street capoeiristas,” those who train outside the academy environment. 

Finally, a wider research question involves the comparison of the concept of malícia 

among capoeiristas of different countries. 

 In conclusion, I must re-emphasize the social importance of malícia. By the 

definitions of Mestre Dinho and Mestre Valmir, malícia is a type of knowledge and 

wisdom that does not depend on physical qualities such as strength and speed. Therefore, 

it allows a weaker person to be victorious over a stronger adversary.
 20

 Malícia can thus 

be seen as a weapon of politically and economically disadvantaged people, with the 

power to invert the social order. 
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 Bola Sete, 194. 
20

 Traditional capoeira songs speak of this idea. Two examples: “Siri botou gameleira no chão” (The little 

crab knocked the fig tree down), “Uma cobra tão pequena mata o boi agigantado” (Such a small snake kills 

a giant ox) 
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Appendix A  

Capoeira: A Brief History 

 

The origin of capoeira is not known with certainty. Even today, there are debates 

about the question of the art’s birth – was it in Brazil or in Africa? I think that the most 

probable theory is that which says that capoeira was created in Brazil by the Africans 

who were brought to the country as slaves. Many African martial arts, dances, religions, 

traditions, and beliefs (and possibly some ideas from the indigenous people of Brazil as 

well) probably contributed to capoeira’s creation and development during the age of 

slavery. 

After the abolition of slavery in 1888, the practice of capoeira was prohibited by 

law. The capoeira of the next fifty years was characterized by danger and violence. There 

are many stories of fights among capoeiristas and between capoeiristas and the police, 

who actively persecuted practitioners of the art. Historical records describe these fights, 

some of which ended with deaths. 

Capoeira’s reputation began to change in the 1930s. Mestre Bimba (Manoel dos 

Reis Machado) in an attempt to make the art more popular, created the style of Capoeira 

Regional and began to teach it in an academy. The more traditional style, preserved by 

Mestre Pastinha (Vicente Ferreira Pastinha) and others, came to be called Capoeira 

Angola. In 1937, Mestre Bimba’s academy was the first to be recognized by the Brazilian 

government, and in 1953 the president Getúlio Vargas described capoeira as “the only 

national sport of Brazil.” Since those years, capoeira has continued to grow in acceptance 

and popularity. Today, the art is practiced by many people in Brazil and throughout the 

whole world. 
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Appendix B 

Information About FICA 

Address of the Academy:  Edifício Esther Moura Franco, 5
th

 floor 

    Rua Carlos Gomes, 111 

    Salvador, Bahia, Brasil 

    CEP 40060 333 

Telephone: (71)-321-7265 

Website: http://www.ficabahia.com.br 

 

About the Group
21

 

FICA is a non-governmental, non-profit organization whose objective is to 

preserve the cultural and philosophical originality of Capoeira Angola, by means of 

theoretical and practical teachings as well as socio-cultural research projects and 

activities. It aims, in this way, to spread Afro-Brazilian culture by means of capoeira, in 

the national and international environment, with the valorization of life and citizenship as 

a basic principle. 

Today, FICA is on Avenida Carlos Gomes. It has participated in various 

encounters and events linked to Capoeira Angola and Afro-Brazilian culture. As a 

reference point in the area of Capoeira and Afro-culture, it receives around 200 visitors 

annually, from various parts of the world. 

In the context of citizenship, FICA believes that activities linked to Capoeira 

Angola and Afro-Brazilian culture are linked to the survival of Salvador’s black and low-

income population. Regarding cultural, social, and economic strengthening, FICA’s 

activities don’t just aim to teach the movements or rituals of capoeira, but also to offer its 

participants the possibilities of opening new horizons in life. 
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 Copied directly from the site http://www.ficabahia.com.br/ficaII.htm. My translation. 
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SOCIAL PROJECTS 

In the year 2000 FICA developed the project Capoeira Angola: learning to give 

the first steps. The project’s activities were developed with kids and adolescents in the 

neighborhoods of Dois de Julho and Sodré, offering activities linked to the production of 

knowledge and learning in the context of Capoeira Angola movements and making 

instruments. The activities have attracted great interest in the population of young people, 

because of the unemployment and lack of educational and leisure activities. 

This project aimed to offer a five-month professional course in the making and 

selling of musical instruments linked to Capoeira and Afro-Brazilian culture. In this 

sense the course had the main objective of helping people get started as professionals in 

the job market. The course offered an integrated learning, involving elements of capoeira 

and Afro-Brazilian culture, thus strengthening the citizenship and self-esteem of the 

student. The course was essentially practical and participatory, offering the student 

continuous opportunities to test his own process of learning and knowledge. The teaching 

of instrument-making was accompanied by learning and experience in the sales and 

commercial area. 
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Appendix C 

Information about Capoeira Topázio 

 

Address of the Academy: Ed. Marquês de Montvalão 

Ladeira de Santana, 2 

    Salvador, Bahia, Brasil 

Site: http://www.capoeiratopazio.com.br 

Information About the Group
22

 

Founded in 1987 by Raimundo dos Santos – Mestre Dinho – the Topázio group 

has always been characterized by innovations introduced in capoeira. The foundation of 

the group arose from the idea of uniting, under the same name, all those professors who 

were Mestre Dinho’s students and who already developed work with capoeira in their 

communities. It was a way of formalizing what everyone already felt: that they made up 

part of the same family. Since then the group only grew, expanding inside and outside 

Brazil. 

Today, the group has branches in other Brazilian cities as well as in countries 

such as Argentina, Columbia, Venezuela, Uruguay, Mexico, United States, Portugal, 

Spain, France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, Korea, Japan, Switzerland, and Australia. There 

are no official records, but it is estimated that over fifteen thousand capoeiristas wear the 

Topázio shirt. 

Mestre Dinho has aimed to continue Mestre Bimba’s work, who in the 1930s, 

when foreign martial arts entered the country, introduced new movements in the capoeira 

roda, which culminated in the creation of the Bahian Regional Martial Art, today known 

as Capoeira Regional. 

The Mestre defends that capoeira can still evolve more without losing its roots 

and fundamentals. According to him, every art has something to offer another, and 
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capoeira can adopt blows from other martial arts, in the name of technical improvement 

and refinement of the martial art, turning it more efficient. 

The characteristic that most distinguishes capoeira from the many other martial 

arts is possibly the diversity of styles practiced, which is interpreted by some as a lack of 

discipline, but which gives each group its own identity. Capoeira Topázio can be easily 

recognized, no matter where it is being practiced, because it possesses a unique style 

followed by all the branches of the group since their formation. 

The Topázio Group has remained cohesive; all the members stay united because 

they have the same philosophy and the same objective regarding capoeira: elevating it 

more and more, making it become popular and practiced in the whole world.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


